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1 LS1501

Owner: Jan Höppner

Plan Candidate ID: LS1501

1.1 Review

The following people have reviewed and signed-off this specification:

Reviewer Role sign-off date
Arnd Schneider Test 2015-12-08
Dorothea Matthaeus ID 2015-12-11
Horst Hartmann Performance 2015-12-08
Peter Oberparleiter Architect 2015-12-16

The status of this specification is: final

1.2 Abstract

This item adds a quick format mode to dasdfmt allowing for faster initialization of preformatted DASD
devices. It also adds an expand mode as well as a check option to dasdfmt.

1.3 Description

On occasion, a DASD device might have been formatted earlier and could potentially be re-initialized
very easily. Those devices would only need VTOC and label information to be written to the disk. At
the moment, the whole disk must be formatted in order to accomplish that. This takes especially a long
time with larger devices and is generally unnecessary. The quick format mode writes only the necessary
information to the first two tracks.

In order to verify certain assumptions about the track format on the disk during the dasdfmt quick format
process, checks are performed, which compare input data with actual data on the disk.

By default, those checks are considered control samples and don’t reflect the state of all tracks on the
device. However, a full check can optionally be performed to verify the format on all tracks.

The checks are done by using the newly added IOCTL interface BIODASDCHECKFMT.

1.4 Configuring, building and installing

None.

1.5 Setting up the environment

None.

1.6 Using this feature

This line item includes two parts. The first part covers the userland tool dasdfmt, while the second part
covers the Kernel interface. How each part is used will be described in the following.

1.6.1 The tool dasdfmt

Two new arguments were added to the dasdfmt tool.
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–mode

The first command line argument is –mode or -M for short. Three different parameters can be specified:

full
This parameter will be the default, if no other mode has been specified. It covers the old behaviour
of dasdfmt when a DASD device is being formatted. NOTE: This parameter was added to be
consistent and is totally optional. In fact, the –mode argument can be omitted if a full format
should be performed.

quick
If the quick parameter is specified, data is only written to the first two tracks. This data includes
VTOC and label information. The rest of the DASD device is assumed to be formatted. Certain
checks are performed to verify this assumption.

expand
If a fully formatted DASD is being extended with consecutive unformatted tracks at the end of the
device, the expand mode is used to format only those tracks. The expand option will search for the
last correctly formatted track and will then start the format process from there.

Examples of usage:

$ dasdfmt -b 4096 -p --mode=quick /dev/dasda
$ dasdfmt -b 4096 -p -M expand /dev/dasdb

–check

The second command line argument is –check. There are classes of errors that manifest themselves as
single, incorrectly formatted tracks or records. Using the –check command line argument, a user can
verify the format of each tack and record of a DASD disk. A blocksize can optionally be specified.

Examples of usage:

$ dasdfmt -b 4096 -p --check /dev/dasdb

1.6.2 Kernel Interface

This item introduces the new IOCTL BIODASDCHECKFMT which is used by dasdfmt to perform
checks on a DASD device. It takes a data set which represents a certain expectation of the track for-
mat on the device. The actual format on the device is then being compared with those expectations.

The IOCTL parameter format is based on the parameter format for the BIODASDFMT IOCTL (struct
format_data_t) with the addition of a struct format_check_t.

typedef struct format_data_t {
unsigned int start_unit; /* from track */
unsigned int stop_unit; /* to track */
unsigned int blksize; /* sectorsize */
unsigned int intensity;

} format_data_t;

typedef struct format_check_t {
/* Input */
struct format_data_t expect;

/* Output */
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unsigned int result; /* Error indication (DASD_FMT_ERR_*) */
unsigned int unit; /* Track that is in error */
unsigned int rec; /* Record that is in error */
unsigned int num_records; /* Records in the track in error */
unsigned int blksize; /* Block-size of first record in error */
unsigned int key_length; /* Key length of first record in error */

} __attribute__ ((packed)) format_check_t;

Therefore, the expect field is filled with data by the userland tool. The kernel will then store relevant data
in the additional data fields (such as, result, unit, rec, num_records, blksize and key_length), if defective
records are found during the check process.

To indicate which error or defect occured, the result field is being set with one of the following values:

/* Values returned in format_check_t when a format error is detected: */
/* Too few records were found on a single track */
#define DASD_FMT_ERR_TOO_FEW_RECORDS 1
/* Too many records were found on a single track */
#define DASD_FMT_ERR_TOO_MANY_RECORDS 2
/* Blocksize/data-length of a record was wrong */
#define DASD_FMT_ERR_BLKSIZE 3
/* A record ID is defined by cylinder, head, and record number (CHR). */
/* On mismatch, this error is set */
#define DASD_FMT_ERR_RECORD_ID 4
/* If key-length was != 0 */
#define DASD_FMT_ERR_KEY_LENGTH 5

Since this IOCTL is read-only, no further actions are required neither before nor after issuing the IOCTL.
In case of the BIODASDFMT IOCTL the device had to be disabled using the BIODASDDISABLE
IOCTL before, and re-enabled using the BIODASDENABLE IOCTL after the format process.

1.7 Upgrading from and coexisting with a previous version

None.

1.8 Using online documentation

The dasdfmt man page has been updated to reflect the changes in this item:

-M mode or --mode=mode
Specify the mode to be used to format the device.
Valid modes are:

full Format the entire disk with the specified
blocksize. (default)

quick Format the first two tracks and write label and
partition information. Only use this option if
you are sure that the target DASD already con-
tains a regular format with the specified
blocksize. A blocksize can optionally be speci-
fied using -b (--blocksize).

expand Format all unformatted tracks at the end of the
target DASD. This mode assumes that tracks at
the beginning of the DASD volume have already
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been correctly formatted, while a consecutive
set of tracks at the end are unformatted. You
can use this mode to make added space available
for Linux use after dynamically increasing the
size of a DASD volume. A blocksize can option-
ally be specified using -b (--blocksize).

--check
Perform a complete format check on a DASD volume. A
blocksize can be specified with -b (--blocksize).

1.9 Intra-kernel interfaces

None.

1.10 Dependencies

1.10.1 Dependencies on IBM software

None.

1.10.2 Dependencies on Open Source Software

None.

1.10.3 Dependencies on distributors

None.

1.10.4 Dependencies on hardware

None.

1.11 ID documents

The Device Drivers, Features, and Commands book needs to document the newly added functionalities
for dasdfmt in chapter "DASD device driver" section "Working with DASDs".

1.12 Security considerations

None.

1.13 Service and health check considerations

None.

1.14 Performance considerations

None.
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1.15 Test considerations

This item includes a Kernel part (LOC: ~1000) as well as an s390-tools part (LOC: ~3100). Even though
the s390-tools part uses the Kernel part, both should be tested separately as well as combined to ensure
correct functionality.

The idea behind separate tests of each part is, on the one hand, to ensure that the tool will also work
without the Kernel support and shows appropriate behaviour. And, on the other hand, it might be possible
that the Kernel interface was wrongly used in the tool. Therefore, a separate test should ensure that the
Kernel interface works as intended and has no flaws.

Kernel
All possible combinations of input data should be tested.

s390-tools
Various combinations of the described new commandline arguments should be tested. If combined
with the Kernel part, the general formatting with dasdfmt should be tested with various combina-
tions, since a lot of code has been cleaned-up and refactored. This is important to uncover any
possible regression.
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End of document
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